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EDITOR’S DESK

e went from distributing newspapers after school
during childhood to become the President of our
country. He was awarded Padma Bhushan, Padma
Vibhushan and Bharat Ratna – the highest civilian honour.
Dr APJ Abdul Kalam made every day of his life count for all
it’s worth, till very last breath he took.
Former President of India and reputed scientist Abdul
Kalam passed away on July 27 evening after he collapsed
while delivering a lecture at Indian Institute of Management
in Shillong. The 11th president of our country was 83 when
he passed away.
He was known by many tags –‘People’s president’,
‘Missile Man’, ‘The man behind Vision 2020’. He will not
only be remembered for the remarkable achievements, but
surely as a Great Human, for his determined character, for
his love, for his patriotism, for he could ignite our minds.
Dr. Kalam made significant contribution as Project
Director to develop India’s first indigenous Satellite Launch
Vehicle (SLV-III) which successfully injected the Rohini
satellite in the near earth orbit in July 1980 and made India
an exclusive member of Space Club. Dr. Kalam took up
responsibilities for developing Indigenous Guided Missiles
at the DRDO which led to the development of AGNI and
PRITHVI missiles.
He also led the Pokhran-II nuclear tests that made India a
nuclear weapon country. His remarkable contributions to the
space and defense programs of our country would be one of
the reasons for the country’s success.
In 2002, he was elected as the 11th President of India.
After serving a term of 5 years, he returned to civilian life of
education, writing and public service. A recipient of a number
of awards, he topped them all by Bharat Ratna, India’s
highest civilian honor in 1997.
He saw a dream for our country known as Vision 2020.
He wanted to see our nation standing amongst the developed
countries of the world. The only real tribute to him would be
when we manage to achieve that goal as a united country. “A
dream is not that which you see while sleeping, it is
something that does not let you sleep,” as he famously said.

Editor : Sudhakaran
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CRUEL PARENTS

Girl tortured by
father, stepmother
sent to Keesara
Girls Hostel

N

THE NEWS BUREAU

inteen-year-old Pratyusha,
who was subjected to brutal
torture by her stepmother
and biological father, was sent to the
government girls’ hostel in Keesara
on July 29 after she met and had
lunch
chief
minister
K
Chandrasekhar Rao (KCR) at his
camp office.
The chief minister and his cabinet
ministers Nayini Narasimha Reddy
and Kadiyam Srihari had lunch with
her after the High Court of

Hyderabad directed the LB Nagar
Police to take her to the chief
minister’s residence.
With the high court leaving the
issue of her rehabilitation to the chief
minister, he directed Education
minister Kadiyam Srihari to take care
of
her
education
and
accommodation. The chief minister
also instructed Rangareddy district
collector M Raghunandan Rao and
Cyberabad Police commissioner CV
Anand to regularly check her wellbeing.
KCR also directed the officials

concerned to open a bank account in
the name of Pratyusha and
sanctioned Rs 5 lakh towards her
rehabilitation from the chief
minister’s relief fund. “Study well
and reach a respectable position. That
will be the biggest revenge towards
the people who tortured you. You can
come to my home anytime and we
are all with you,” the chief minister
assured her.
Earlier in the morning, Pratyusha
was discharged from the Aware
Global Hospital in LB Nagar and
produced before the high court. The
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19-year-old, who was subjected to
brutal torture by her stepmother
Shyamala aka Chamundeswari and
father C Ramesh Kumar for over a
year, was rescued by child rights
body, Balala Hakkula Sangham and
LB Nagar Police, on July 8.
She was immediately taken to
hospital for treatment as she had acid
burns and injuries all over her body.
The Chief Minister had paid a visit
to her at the hospital and invited her
to his residence once she was
discharged.
It may be recalled Pratyusha was
rescued by child rights activists on
July 8 from her home in LB Nagar.
Her parents had divorced in 2003.
Her mother died in 2010, after which
she went to an orphanage. In
December 2013, her father Ramesh,

6

a BSNL employee who had
remarried, took her back to his
home.
According to police, in early
2000, Ramesh’s first wife and
Prathyusha's mother Sarala Devi
used to run a beauty clinic in the city.
Ramesh met Shyamala there. She
used to work with Sarala in the
clinic. He had an affair with her,
which eventually led to his divorce
with Sarala.
As per the divorce agreement, a
flat was given to Prathyusha, who
would have the property when she
became a major. In 2008, Ramesh
married Shyamala. After two years,
Pratyusha’s
mother
Sarala
committed suicide and the girl was
put in an orphanage.
In December 2013, Ramesh
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brought Pratyusha home and since
then she was virtually held captive.
She was subjected to brutal torture to
get back the residential flat given to
her. Shyamala used to hit Pratyusha
with hammer and rods, threw acid on
her, made her drink toilet cleaning
liquid and denied her food. The
victim told media that her earlier
attempts to escape the hell went in
vain. "My stepmother got my head
shaved and told everyone I was
mentally challenged. I just want to
get out of here,'' she had said.
After her rescue, Pratyusha had
told media that she wants to be a
doctor or do BSc Nursing. Let us
hope the Telangana government will
not forget her as has been done by
other governments in similar cases
so far.

S

RCF oﬀers soil testing
free of cost for farmers

oil testing helps diagnose soil
health and evolve soil specific and
crop specific solutions. It helps to
identify problematic soils, their
nutritional status, texture and
structure. Based on the analysis,
farmers are advised on soil fertility
management through rational use of
manure, fertilizers and amendments to
make agriculture more productive and
sustainable.
Soil
testing
becomes
indispensable to assure national food
security,
nutritional
security,
maintenance of soil health,
enhancement of soil fertility and to
leave a good heritage for the future

generations.
Recognizing
this
paramount need, Rashtriya Chemicals
& Fertilizers Limited (RCF) has
dedicated itself in participating &
implementing “The National Project

on Management of Soil Health &
Fertility” by setting up of state of the
art Six Static & Six Mobile Soil
Testing Laboratories at pan India
locations. This facility will help in
capacity building through training of
STL staff/extension officers/ farmers
and field demonstration/ workshop
etc. on balanced use of fertilizers.
In all, RCF is having the strength
of 12 Static & 6 Mobile Soil Testing
Labs located Pan-India. This enables
farmers to make informed decisions
about soil health management and
maintenance depending on the crop to
be sown. This service is rendered free
of cost to farmers.

SOIL TESTING FACILITY CENTRES IN ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA

ANDHRA PRADESH
Rashtriya Chemicals & Fertilizers Limited
H.No. 60-6-16/1, I Floor, Street No. 3, Siddhartha Nagar,
Pinnamaneni Poly Clinic Road Vijayawada-10.

TELANGANA
Rashtriya Chemicals & Fertilizers Limited
H.No. 3-5-172/2, Jammigadda,
Suryapet-508213. Telangana.

RASHTRIYA CHEMICALS & FERTILIZERS LIMITED
10-2-289/25 Sri Laxmi Complex 1ST Floor, Shanti Nagar, Hyderabad - 500028
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Tirupati
Laddu is
300 yrs old
AP NEWS

T

THE NEWS BUREAU

he world famous Tirupati
laddu, given as ‘prasadam’ at
Lord Venkateswara’s abode at
Tirupati, has entered its 300th year.
Temple officials say the sacred
offering was introduced on August 2,
1715.
The pilgrimage to
Tirupati will not be
complete without the
laddu. The mouthwatering sweet is
the most sought
after prasadam.
According to
the
Tirumala
Tirupati
Devasthanam (TTD),
which manages the
affairs of the hill shrine,
about ninety million laddus
were given away to pilgrims in
2014.
The normal price of a 300 gram
laddu is Rs 25. The TTD says that
use of quality ingredients makes it
costly but it sells laddu at a highly
subsidised rate. As a privilege to
pilgrims, two laddus are issued at a
further subsidized rate of Rs.10 each.
The temple authorities issue
laddu token to the pilgrims after
collecting the money. The sweet is
also made in Delhi and some state
capitals on special occasions. The

10

sale of prasadam is a major source of
income for the temple, which had a
budget of Rs 2,401 crore for the
financial year 2014-15.
TTD had projected an income of
Rs 190 crore from prasadam sale, the
same as the

income
expected from sale of human hair of
pilgrims who tonsure their heads.
The laddu is in great demand on
special occasions.
The authorities sell the prasadam
round
the
clock
during
Brahmotsavam Last year, about 1.8
million laddus were sold in the first
seven days of Brahmotsavam,
breaking all previous records.
The authorities make elaborate
arrangements to ensure uninterrupted
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supply of laddus to the pilgrims.
They have the capacity to produce
300,000 laddus a day but they keep
sufficient
stocks
during
Brahmotsavam.
Nearly 620 people, including 270
cooks, work in the laddu and other
prasadam making units. The TTD
took up modernisation of the temple
kitchen last year with the installation
of two escalator belts for laddus
and boondi crates.
TTD Joint Executive
Officer K S Sreenivasa Raju
said that the conveyor systems
have the capacity to transfer
up to 800,000 laddus every
day.
The Office of the Registrar
of Patents, Trademarks and
Geographical Indications in 2014
awarded
the
Geographical
Indication (GI) status to the Tirupati
laddu.
TTD officials said they had to
enforce GI rights as some small-time
miscreants as well as large sweet
outlets have been selling laddus with
names similar to Tirupati laddu.
The Madras High Court in 2013
restrained a sweet stall in Chennai
from using the brand name Tirupati
laddu. The TTD had argued that
Tirupati laddu has its own sanctity as
it is offered at the feet of Lord
Venkateswara before being made
available to devotees.
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World needs
vocational education

According to a recent report published in The Economic Times,
employability of candidates from IITs is 70 percent, from NITs is 35 percent and
from other colleges is just 27 percent.

M
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inistry of Labour
and Employment
has been working
for last several decades
towards developing skilled
manpower for the labour
markets in India and abroad.
The Craftsmen Training
Scheme (CTS), the flagship
scheme initiated in the year
1950 by establishing about
fifty Industrial Training
Institutes (ITIs) for imparting
skills in various vocational
trades, today runs a network
of about 12,000 ITIs with a
total seating capacity of about
17 lakhs.
According to a recent
report published in The
Economic
Times,
employability of candidates
from IITs is 70 percent, from
NITs is 35 percent and from
other colleges is just 27
percent.
But,
the
employability of candidates passing
out from the government ITIs, as per
the tracer study conducted by the
Ministry, is about 60 percent.
But even this capacity is grossly
inadequate. Only 10 percent of
India’s workforce has got formal or
informal technical training. Only one
fourth of this is formally trained

12

whereas in South Korea, Japan and
Germany, the percentage of
workforce having received skills
training is 96, 80 and 75 respectively.
There is also another big imbalance.
The intake capacity of undergraduate
engineering colleges was more than
16 lakhs in India which was almost
same as seating capacity of ITIs
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whereas we need about at
least 10 shop floor workers
for an engineer. Therefore we
need to rapidly expand
certificate level vocational
training if we have to succeed
in our mission of ‘Make in
India’.
However, as a general
trend, pass outs from
education system do not take
admission in the ITIs as their
first choice. Mostly end up in
ITI after exhausting all other
options for higher education.
This is because; blue collar
work is not respected and
regarded in the society. For
meeting the skill needs of our
industry and for enhancing
employability of our youth,
we need to attract more youth
to it is by enhancing dignity
of vocational training.
The success stories of
several graduates from ITIs
make a compelling story of
diligence,
quality
improvement, and value creation. The
Ministry undertook an extensive
effort to identify some of these
success stories, recognize their
potential towards inspiring budding
craftsmen and entrepreneurs, and
present them in a format that can be
helpful in celebrating these successes
and making them accessible to young

minds who can follow the
footsteps.
Twenty-five ITI passouts who have made a mark
for themselves as well as the
society were identified and
recognized as National
Brand Ambassadors of
Vocational Training.
One of them is R K
Pavithra Kumar, who is
currently director in CITD,
Hyderabad looking after
quality
assurance,
maintenance and ISO
standards certification.
In the year 1976, he
applied for MTI course at
ATI,
Vidyanagar
in
Hyderabad after he failed in
SSC. In his second year,
Kumar developed interest in
the subject and he never
looked back. He went on to
pursue B.Tech, mechanical
where most of the subjects
were cake walk for him

because of the machinist course
he pursued earlier.
He appealed to every student
to remove the notion that ITI
course was a waste one and
urged the students to excel in the
field chosen. In the similar
manner, S Suryanarayana,
presently joint director of ATI,
Hyderabad joined ITI after
finishing SSC in the year 1975.
He acquired good skills with the
help of dedicated instructors.
“The government of India
has provided good education
system. Keep your goals high
and you can achieve the goals
with vision and determination,”
Suryanarayana said.
He also appealed to the
students to evince interest in
vocational education because
world
needs
vocational
education. One day, world will
respect blue collar work and
society will identify the dignity
of vocational education.
The News You Like | August, 2015
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Kalam – A synopsis
APJ Abdul Kalam was born on October 15, 1931. A lifelong scientist who studied physics and
aerospace engineering, Kalam's prominent role in India's 1998 nuclear weapons tests
established him as a national hero.
Among his many accolades, including honorary doctorates from 40 universities, he was
granted the Padma Bhushan in 1981, the Padma Vibhushan in 1990 and the Bharat Ratna in
1997 — India's highest civilian awards — for his contributions in modernizing government
defense technology.
Known as the People's President, Kalam was so popular that MTV nominated him for a Youth
Icon of the Year award in 2003 and 2006.
In 2002, National Democratic Alliance helped him win election against the country's former
president, K R Narayanan. Kalam became India's 11th President in July 2002.
On July 27, 2015 Kalam suﬀered from a massive heart attack while lecturing at the Indian
Institute of Management and subsequently died at the age of 83.

14
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RCI - The brainchild
of Dr Kalam
D

RDO had acquired more than 2,000 acres of land in
1970’s for Anti Tank Missile Testing. Soon after the
testing was completed, the land fell vacant for years
together. In the year 1984, the State Government of Andhra
Pradesh had asked DRDO to surrender the whole vacant land.
It was Dr Kalam who reiterated about the nation’s
important missile programme and persuaded the Government
of AP to give the land for setting up advanced Research
Centre. Research Centre Imarat (RCI) was established on
August 27, 1988 under the leadership of Dr Kalam who
envisioned building a world class research centre at
Hyderabad and led the laboratory as its Founding Director.
The seeds sown in the barren lands of Imarat kancha by
Dr Kalam has today transformed into a lush green campus
and technologically in the last two and half decades RCI has
transformed itself into a robust multi-dimensional technology
hub for design, development and delivery of critical Avionics
Systems such as Control, Navigation, Guidance, Seekers,
Telemetry, Power Supply Systems & Embedded Computers
for various Strategic and Tactical programmes of National
importance.
Living up to its Vision and Mission, this laboratory has
contributed to the successful development and demonstration
of various missilesystems in the areas of core competence
while overcoming technology denials, sanctions and
restrictions. It has built a strong foundation by establishing
the technologies required for the ongoing and futuristic
programmes. Today, RCI is on par with any other world class
defence laboratory and with the kind of futuristic research
which the laboratory has initiated and focused on, will indeed
make it the global leader in Avionics.

Dr G Satheesh Reddy, SA to RM and Director, Research Centre
Imarat (RCI) paying homage to Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
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KALAM
THE
MISSILE
MAN
Late APJ Abdul Kalam was actually
working as project director for
the satellite launch vehicle (SLV)3 at ISRO in the year 1982 when he
evinced interest on missiles.
16
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alam gave a handwritten letter to the then
ISRO chief Satish Dhawan saying, ‘Sir, my
heart is on missles, I want to go’. Further, the
then DRDO chief Raja Ramanan also requested Kalam
to be transferred from ISRO to work on missiles.
Initially, the request was refused.
But six months later, Kalam and new DRDO chief
V S Arunachalam presented to the then defence
minister R Venkataraman their plan to make India selfsufficient in missile system.
Their proposal was to successively develop from
scratch five missile systems: the anti-tank guided
missile Nag, a surface-to-surface missile of 150 km
range later named Prithvi, surface-to air missiles the
tactical Trishul and Akash, and Kalam’s pet project
Agni, the concept of which he drew from his favourite
re-entry experiment (REX) project at ISRO.
“When we met the defence minister in the evening,
I had a hunch we were going to get some funds at any
rate. But when he suggested that we launch an
integrated guided missile development programme
(IGMDP), instead of making missiles in phases, we
could not believe our ears… We were quite
dumbfounded,” Kalam, then the director of DRDO’s
Defence Research and Development Laboratory
(DRDL) writes in his autobiography Wings of Fire.
Kalam and Arunachalam worked to compress the
schedule to develop the five systems simultaneously.
He narrates how, to create a new proposal for IGMDP
overnight, he forgot he had to attend his niece
Zameela’s wedding in Rameswaram and how he was
rewarded by the defence minister who put him aboard
an Indian Air Force helicopter from Madras to
Madurai, enabling him to attend.
“Since I brought you here, I was expecting you to
come up with something like this. I am happy with
your work,” Kalam quotes Venkataraman as saying.
“Was it right to forget my family commitments and
obligations, I asked myself,” Kalam writes. The
cabinet committee on security approved IGMDP on
July 27, 1983, at Rs 388 crore.
“When Kalam first called me to take over as
director of the Prithvi project, I said I would have to
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ask my wife. Being a bachelor,
he found it very surprising,” Lt
Gen V J Sundaram, then a
colonel, told a newspaper from
Bangalore. Sundaram, who
later accepted the offer, told
Kalam it would take four-anda-half years for the first flight.
“He said that is too much, but
later agreed to four years. I flew the
first Prithvi in four years six months
and three weeks,” Sundaraman said.
Commodore S R Mohan was
chosen to lead Trishul, MIT scholar
R N Agarwal for Agni, N R Iyer for
Nag and Prahlada for Akash. Kalam
mentions in Wings of Fire how he
strove to keep his team of “five
Pandavas” married to the “Draupadi
of positive thinking”. His teammates
recall how he would fondly address
as “funny guys” his project directors

18

and
their associates who included
Sundaram, V K Saraswat, A
Sivathanu Pillai and Prahlada.
Trishul’s first flight on September
16, 1985, boosted the confidence of
the IGMDP community of 2,000-odd
that they could develop missiles
indigenously, before the restrictive
Missile Technology Control Regime
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(MTCR) started in 1987. But in
his book - The Path Unexplored,
Pillai, who later rose to head
the Indo-Russian joint venture
BrahMos, describes MTCR as
a blessing in disguise and says
technological independence
through IGMDP as a “mini
freedom struggle”.
“Resultant of MTCR, all the
systems had to be home-grown,”
writes Pillai. V K Aatre, who would
take over as DRDO chief after
Kalam’s retirement in 1999, was
chief controller of electronic systems
in the 1990s when Kalam was
DRDO chief. “That was the period
when
materials,
technology,
electronic systems were unavailable.
The embargo was looked upon as an
opportunity within the organisation,”
Aatre said.

When Kalam took over as DRDO
chief, the indigenous content in the
missile systems was 30 per cent.
Aatre says Kalam convinced the
government that DRDO would
reverse that to 70 per cent, although
critical technologies were not
available. It took 15 years to develop
the technologies. “By the time Kalam
retired, DRDO had achieved 50 per
cent indigenisation,” Aatre said.
The scientists recollected various
facets of Kalam. “He loved playing
badminton. We would often catch up
over a game in Rocket Club,
Trivendrum,” Sundaram said. “He
would often tell me, never forget
human relations. In fact, he would
write poems in Tamil and ask my
wife Nalini to translate them into
English. After 2007, post his tenure
as President, he once called me to
Delhi and asked me to get Nalini
along. On meeting us, he told me
about his book Wings of Fire,”
Sundaram said.
In another anecdote, Sundaram
described
Kalam’s
reaction
following egotiations with the
French in Lucknow for an inertial
navigation system (INS) for the
Jaguar. “I asked them (the French)

that we wanted only the gyro, and the
rest we would develop. They refused
and said you either take the full
system or nothing — they went back.
When he learnt that I had rejected the
offer to acquire the entire system, he
said I was biting a big slice given that
even ISRO had not developed INS
till then. I convinced him that I had
the people who could develop the
INS in-house. At that time he said, I
am with you. That was Kalam. Even

though he disagreed with you, he
stood behind you,” Sundaram said.
“Later, during the first trials of INS,
he said to me, ‘Funny guys, you did
it’.”
G Satheesh Reddy, the scientific
adviser to Defence Minister Manohar
Parrikar, recalled a recent meeting.
“He came to meet me after I took
over in May. For an hour we spoke
about technological developments.
He has given me a new mandate.
Now the challenge is to complete the
mandate he gave me in that one
hour.”
The armed forces community, the
end users of the result of his efforts,
looks at IGMDP, which was wound
up in 2008, as a success. “Nag and
Trishul may not have achieved much
but the Agni, Prithvi and Akash are
successful. In fact Agni is a major
deterrent. The missile programme is
one where they have got a foothold.
We now have the direction. And as
head of IGMDP, Kalam is rightly the
missile man,” said Air Vice Marshal
Manmohan Bahadur, distinguished
fellow at Centre for Airpower
Studies.
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Installation of CCTV
cameras inside
every polling booth
T

HIGH COURT DIRECTS FEROZ KHAN TO FILE PIL

THE NEWS BUREAU

he High Court at Hyderabad
noticed that the plea seeking a
direction to the State Election
Commission to install CCTV
cameras inside each and every polling
booth in the forthcoming elections for
the GHMC was in the interest of
public.
While dealing with two writ
petitions filed by Mohammed Feroz
Khan and his brother Mohd. Perwaiz
Khan, Justice A Ramalingeswara Rao
on July 30 observed, “This Court
noticed that the relief sought in the
representations is in the interest of
public and when it was pointed out to
the learned Counsel for the
petitioners, learned Counsel for the
petitioners agreed to take steps for
filing Public Interest Litigation case.”
The judge also said in his order
disposing the two writ petitions that,
“In the circumstances, learned
Counsel for the petitioners is
permitted to withdraw the Writ
Petitions with liberty to file a Public
Interest Litigation case in the matter,
and the Writ Petitions are,
accordingly, dismissed as withdrawn.
The miscellaneous petitions pending,
if any, shall stand closed. There shall

20
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be no order as to costs.”
Feroz Khan, who had contested
the 2014 general elections from
Nampally Assembly Constituency on
a Telugu Desam Party (TDP) ticket
and his brother Perwaiz Khan, have
filed the writ petitions since they
strongly desire to stop the AIMIM
from resorting to large scale bogus
voting as it had done in the 2014
elections.
According to them, the
AIMIM, which was in power in
the GHMC until recently,
abused the power and got
enrolled large scale bogus
votes in collusion with the
corrupt employees of the
GHMC, who were posted as
enrolment officers. The
AIMIM leaders have been
able to secure multiple voter
identity cards for thousands
of their supporters, who can
change the outcome of the
elections to GHMC wards
by using the bogus votes in

favour of the AIMIM candidates.
The duo submitted separate
representation to the State Election
Commissioner (SEC) on July 2, 2015
requesting him to initiate necessary
steps for mandatory installation of
CCTV cameras inside each and
every polling station besides making
arrangements for videography/
photography of the voters, revise the
voter lists afresh based on the new
delimitation of GHMC wards, and
for mandatory linkage of Electoral
Photo Identity Card (EPIC) with
Aadhar Cards as part of National
Electoral Roll Purification and
Authentication
Programme
(NERPAP).
The petitioners submitted before
the court that the Supreme Court in its
order dated January 11, 2005 in Civil
Appeal No.9228 of 2003 (Janak
Singh Vs. Das Rai and Others)
suggested “That the Election
Commission should consider posting
of some personnel of Para-military
force inside the polling booth in
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addition to the law and order duty
outside the polling booths. Some
cameras should be installed in the
polling booths to keep a vigilance on
the local staff on duty. It has come to
our notice that sometimes local staff
which is appointed to conduct the
election become party to the unfair
and illegal practice.”
They also submitted that the
Election Commission of India in its
circular No. 23/1/2015-ERS, dated
February 27, 2015, addressed to the
Chief Electoral Officers of all the
states and union territories, has said
“that even after completion of
summary revision of electoral rolls
w.r.t. 01.01.2015, numerous types of
errors and defects, viz. multiple
entries, repeating images, repeating
EPIC number etc. still exist. The
procedures of correction of errors,
deletion of multiple entries and
replacement EPIC are not streamlined
or not followed properly in some
states. The field level functionaries
such as EROs / AEROs / BLOs are
not giving desired attention to the
disposal of such complaints within
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the given time frame. This has been
causing a lot of inconvenience to the
voters who, in turn blame the
Commission for such scenario. This
situation is totally unacceptable. The
Commission gives highest priority to
the maintenance of electoral roll and
has reiterated that the roll should be
without any defects, errors and
multiple entries. In some cases, the
courts have expressed concern on
defective rolls.”
They further submitted before the
high court that the Election
Commission of India after
considering the inputs of CEOs has
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launched “National Electoral Roll
Purification and Authentication
Programme (NERPAP), from March
03, 2015 with a clear timeline to
ensure totally error free and
authenticated electoral roll.”
Despite such sweeping orders
from the Supreme Court and the
Election Commission of India, the
State Election Commission has not
taken any action on the
representations of the petitioners.
Consequently, Feroz Khan and
Perwaiz Khan filed the writ petitions
seeking appropriate directions to the
SEC.
However, the High court, after
noticing that there was public interest
in the relief sought by the petitioners
and directed them to file public
interest litigation.
Reacting on the High Court order,
Feroz Khan told The News that, “I
am happy the court recognized the
fact that the petitions have been filed
in public interest. Very soon, I will
take steps to file public interest
litigation and fight against the corrupt
electoral practices of the MIM.”

FACT FILE

B

Carrying cash in your two
wheeler! Beware of robbers

THE NEWS BUREAU

e careful the next time
you withdraw huge
amount of money from
a bank and carry it in the dickey
of your two wheeler. Gang of
robbers specialised in stealing
money from the two wheeler
dickeys by diverting the
attention of the gullible people
are on the prowl.
One such gang comprising
six people - V Vimal, Avula
Babu, S Naveen, Appu,
Karikalan and Karikalan – all
from Tamil Nadu, had robbed
several lakhs of rupees in six
different incidents in about six
months in the limits of Cyberabad.
According to Detective Inspector,
S Murali Krishna of LB Nagar police
station, the gang moves on two
wheelers in group and keep a watch
in and outside the banks in selected
place to identify their prospective
victims.
A couple of members of the gang
keep a watch inside the bank and
identity any one person who
withdraws huge amount of money.
Immediately their partners in crime
waiting outside will be alerted about
the prospective victim. The other
members of the gang either deflate
the tyre of the prospective victim or
follow him on their two wheelers so
as to find an ideal place and time to
rob the money, the Inspector said.
“On some occasions, they will
sprinkle some powder on their
prospective victim following which
he develops itching forcing him to
stop the vehicle. At that point of time,

the robbers, acting like common
people, advice the victim to clean
himself with water. By the time, the
victim goes to a shop to get some
water and clean up himself, the
robbers open the dickey of the
vehicle and make away with the
money,” Murali Krishna said.
In most cases, it has been
observed that this particular gang
targets prospective customers riding
scooters or Honda Activa vehicles
which invariably have dickeys. “We
have been able to nab five robbers of
the six member gang, while the sixth
accused Kishore is absconding,” he
said.
The gang had robbed one B Narsi
Reddy of Hayatnagar on November
20, 2014 who was going on his
Honda Activa vehicle after
withdrawing accident insurance
money of Rs 4.59 lakh from
Rajadhanai Cooperative Bank in
Kothapet.

“While
we
were
investigating the case, our
officials accosted five
suspects near ICICI Bank in
LB Nagar. The suspects
could not give satisfactory
reply with regard to their
presence. Besides, our
officials found screw drivers
and cuttying plyer in their
possession following which
they were brought to the
police
station
for
questioning,”
Murali
Krishna said.
During interrogation, the
suspects spilled the beans.
They disclosed that they had
been
waiting
for
a
prospective victim. They also
disclosed about the six offenses they
had committed. “We are now
verifying their claims about
committing similar offenses in
Kukatpally area,” he said.
List of cases in which
involvement of the gang has been
confirmed August 2014 - Robbed Rs
9 lakh from a person who withderw
the money from SBI, Chaitanyapuri
Sepetmber 2014 – Robbed Rs 2.5
lakh from a person who had
withdrawn the money from ICICI
Bank, Chaitanyapuri
September 2014 - Robbed Rs
7.77 lakh in a similar fashion
November 2014 – Robbed Rs 4.59
lakh from Narsi Reddy after
diverting his attention by sprikling
powder causing itching February
2015 – Robbed Rs 3.19 lakh from a
person who withdrew the money
from bank March 2015 – Robbed Rs
30,000 in the same manner
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TELANGANA NEWS

Divis Laboratories is
utilizing 1 lakh gallons of
underground water for
industrial purpose
resulting in the crops go
dry and people thirsty for
drinking water. Further,
the ground water levels
are depleting fast due to
the use by Divis
Laboratories for
industrial purpose, Rao
alleged.

Divis Laborat
human right

T

THE NEWS BUREAU

elangana Praja Sankshema
Sangham has filed a
complaint with the State
Human Rights Commission seeking
action against Divis Laboratories and
its management for alleged human
rights violation.
In a complaint, president of the
sangham, PLN Rao alleged that the
Divis Laboratories acquired 700
acres of land in 1990 near
Lingojigudem in Choutuppal mandal
of Nalgonda district against the land
acquisition rules. While the corrupt
government officials looked the
otherway, the management of Divis
Laboratories neither paid suitable
compensation nor did it provide
employment for locals due to which
8,000 people are deprived of
livelihood, he said in the complaint.
Further, the Divis Laboratories is
utilizing 1 lakh gallons of
underground water for industrial
purpose resulting in the crops go dry
and people thirsty for drinking water.
Further, the ground water levels are
depleting fast due to the use by Divis
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Laboratories for industrial purpose,
Rao alleged.
He also alleged that the series of
complaints given to revenue,
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panchayat and zilla parishad officials
have found their way into dustbins.
Further, the Divis Laboratories
management has laid a 17 kms long

ories violating
s: PLN Rao

pipeline without any permission and
robbing the locals of their share of
water, who are already facing serious
shortage, he said.

The villages in the vicinity of
Divis Laboratory are badly affected
by the pollution being caused by the
industry due to which people are
suffering from various diseases and
disorders. Further, the industry
management is suppressing facts
related to a number of industrial
accidents inside the company and has
been denying compensation for the
victims, Rao alleged.
He also said in his complaint that
the workers belonging to Telangana
region are given step-motherly
treatment by Divis management
while workers from other parts of the
country are given higher salaries
andbetter
packages.
The
management is also forcing the
workers to work for 12 hours in utter
violation of labour laws.
Rao further said that no public
hearing has been conducted either by
the management or by the officials
for extension of permission to run the
industry after certain period which is
mandatory. He alleged that officials
of various departments concerned
have connived with the management
of Divis Laboratories due to which
no action was being taken despite
several complaints.
He urged the HRC to direct the
officials concerned to take steps in
this regard and save the lives and
livelihood of the local people.
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India lagging behind
in research

THE NEWS BUREAU

ndia registers far fewer research
applications compared to other
developing and developed
countries. In a written reply, union
minister of state for science and
technology, Y S Chowdary informed
Lok Sabha that lack of awareness on
filing patents, its benefits among
individuals, academic institutions and
industries and low spending on
research and development by private
sector was the main reason behind the
lesser registration of patents.
Of the 1.53 lakh researchers in
India, 27,532 are women, which
accounts for 14.3 percent of the
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researchers in the country, the
minister said.
Citing data from the World
Intellectual Property Organisation
(WIPO), he also said that the country
registers "far fewer" research
application in comparison to other
developing and developed countries.
"In 2013, India registered 43,031
patents in comparison to 825,136 by
China, 571,612 by the US, 328,436
by Japan, 204,589 by South Korea,
63,167 by Germany and 44,914 by
Russia." Chowdary said, "The
government has taken various steps to
encourage patent filing like
conducting awareness programmes
among stakeholders, encouraging
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potential applicants, organising
knowledge expo and design summit
for filing patents in collaboration with
WIPO."

Drop outs from IITs and
NITs gradually increasing

M

THE NEWS BUREAU

ore than 4,400 students
dropped out of prestigious
Indian
Institutes
of
Technology (IITs) and National
Institutes of Technology (NITs) in
the last three years due to various
reasons, one of them being academic

be attributed to shifting to other
colleges/institutions,
personal
reasons, medical reasons, getting
jobs during PG courses, inability to
cope with academic stress etc,” Irani
said in a written reply.
In 2014-15, IITs witnessed 757
dropouts which was higher than 697
dropouts (2013-14) and 606 (2012-

Of the NITs, there were 717
dropouts in 2014-15, lower than 785
seen in the corresponding period in
2013-14. In 2012-13, the dropouts
stood at 850.
The minister said that the IITs
had initiated continuous corrective
actions to minimise dropouts,
including counselling to de-stress

stress, the government said.
As many as 2,060 students
dropped out from various IITs, while
2,352 students dropped out from the
NITs from 2012-13 to 2014-15,
Human Resource Development
Minister Smriti Irani informed the
Lok Sabha.
“The reasons for dropouts may

13). During this period, IIT Roorkee
saw the highest number of dropouts
at 228, followed by IIT Kharagpur
(209) and IIT Delhi (169).
Interestingly, there were no
dropouts at IITs in Mandi, Jodhpur,
Kanpur, Madras and Ropar during
2014-15. There are 16 IITs and 30
NITs in the country.

students, guidance and counselling
unit headed by faculty members and
appointments of advisors.
"NITs have also adopted
measures like quarter classes and
special exams, additional coaching
for weak students and tutor
guardian
in
respective
departments," she said.
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GOI cancels registration
of 10,000 NGOs for
violation of FCRA

B

e careful the next time you
make donations to a charity
organization because the
Government of India has cancelled
the registration of over 10,000 non
government organizations (NGOs)
for violating foreign funding norms.
The union home ministry took
action against various NGOs and
cancelled the registration of more
than 10,000 NGOs and put Ford
Foundation under "watch list" for
allegedly violating provisions of
foreign contributions regulation act
(FCRA).
The ministry receives inputs
from various security agencies,
including Intelligence Bureau, from
time to time, about the violations of
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FCRA and action is initiated only
after due scrutiny as prescribed in
the act. "FCRA and FCRR came into
force with effect from 2011. Since
then, notices were issued to around
21,000 associations in 2011 and to
10,343 associations in 2014 for not
filing annual returns continuously
for three years," the home ministry
has said. After inspections and
scrutiny of accounts, 15 cases were
referred to CBI and 10 to states for
further
investigation
and
prosecution.
Accounts of 23 associations have
been frozen and 20 associations have
been prohibited from receiving
foreign contribution. In 2014,
penalty amounting to Rs 5,20,82,031
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was imposed on 341 associations for
late/ non-submission of mandatory
annual returns and of Rs 51,99,526
on 24 associations for receipt and
utilisation of foreign contribution
without obtaining registration or
prior permission under the FCRA.
"Expeditious action is taken as and
when adverse inputs of violations of
provisions of the act are received
against any association," the
ministry said.
The ministry in its statement said
actions are taken only after giving
the NGOs adequate opportunity and
following due process of law.
"Hence, the question of muzzling
NGOs/Civil
Societies
by
government does not arise."

INFILTRATION ISSUE

Rohingya refugees persecuted
by their government: C V Anand

I
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t appears the Cyberabad Police
consider themselves to be an
independent country if the
language applied in a press note
related to Rohingya refugees is any
indication.
The press note issued by the
Cyberabad Police Commissioner C
V Anand says that refugees from
Somalia, Ethiopia, Iraq, Iran,
Afghanistan and Myanmar etc., are
coming to India due to their
respective governments persecution.
The press note issued by the
Cyberabad police commissioner
certifies that the refugees were
subjected to ‘persecution’ by their
respective governments while the
ground realities could be different
and even the union
government is not
capable
to
speaking much on
this subject.
Further, the
Cyberabad police

commissioner’s press note does not
speak a word about Bangladeshi
refugees/infiltrators though they are
perceived by the union government
as a threat to national security.
Despite this, the Cyberabad
police chief has taken up the
Rohingya refugees issue which was
brought to him by an Old city based
non-government organization.
The press note terms even the
infiltrators as refugees and states that
most of them, over a period of time,
have obtained voter ID cards,
Aadhaar Cards, mobile phone SIM
Cards. The press note, quoting the
records of the NGO, said 1806
Myanmar refugees were registered
with the NGO but on physical
verification, only 1725 refugees were
found staying in camps in Hyderabad
and
Cyberabad
Police
Commissionerates.
Only 461 Myanmar refugees
were issued UNHCR cards (United
Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees) and for others it is under
process, the press note said. What is

alarming is that Rohingyas were
moving out of the camps and
travelling to other states including
Jammu and Kashmir, which is a
serious cause of concern since
hundreds of Jammu & Kashmir
natives are living in camps in
Hyderabad.
Anand requested all the refugees
living in Cyberabad be brought on
record by issuing long term visas
(LTVs) and UNHCR cards so that the
local police and intelligence agencies
can monitor them.
The press note said sector subinspectors of the police stations
where Rohingya refugees were
staying, would maintain separate
registers for monitoring their
movements.
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Facebook all set to
test giant drone for
internet service

THE NEWS BUREAU

opular social networking
website, Facebook, is all set to
begin test flights later this year
for a solar-powered drone with a
wingspan as big as a Boeing 737, in
the next stage of its campaign to
deliver internet connectivity to
remote parts of the world.
Engineers at the giant social
network say they've built a drone
with a 140-foot wingspan that
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weighs less than 1,000 pounds.
Designed to fly at high altitudes for
up to three months, it will use lasers
to send Internet signals to stations on
the ground.
Though Facebook is better
known for online software that lets
people share news with friends,
watch viral videos - and view
commercial advertising - engineers
in a unit called the Connectivity Lab
are working on a different set of
problems.
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For one thing, they are designing
a laser communications system they
hope will be accurate enough to hit a
target the size of a dime at a distance
of 11 miles, said Yael Maguire,
director of the unit, which is
responsible for drones, satellites and
other high-tech communications
projects.
"There's a lot of moving parts
here that have to work in concert,"
said Maguire, during a press briefing
at the company's headquarters.
The project is part of a broader
Facebook
effort
that
also
contemplates using satellites and
other high-tech gear to deliver
internet service to hundreds of
millions of people living in
regions too remote for
conventional
broadband
networks.
Other tech companies
have launched similar
initiatives.
Google
is
experimenting with highaltitude balloons as well as
drones
and
satellites.
Microsoft has funded a
project that will transmit
internet signals over unused
television airwaves.
Facebook also has a
separate but related initiative
that works with wireless
carriers to provide limited
mobile Internet service at no
cost, in countries where residents

are too poor to afford traditional
wireless plans. Facebook's drone was
developed in part with engineering
expertise that joined the company
when it acquired a British aerospace
startup, Ascenta, last year. Facebook
engineering vice president Jay Parikh
said the team created a design that
uses rigid but light-weight layers of
carbon fiber, capable of flying in the
frosty cold temperatures found at
high altitudes, for an extended period
of time.
The plan calls for using helium
balloons to lift each drone into the
air, Parikh said. The drones are
designed to climb to 90,000 feet,
safely above commercial airliners
and thunderstorms, where they will
fly in circles through the day. At
night, he said, they will settle to
about 60,000 feet to conserve battery
power.

Each drone will fly in a circle
with a radius of about 3 kilometers,
which the engineers hope will enable
it to provide internet service to an
area with a radius of about 50
kilometers.
For the plan to work, Facebook's
engineers are also counting on a
recent breakthrough they have made
in laser optics, which Maguire said
would allow them to transmit data at
up to 10 gigabits per second.
That is comparable to fiber
networks on the ground but about 10
times faster than standard laser
signals, he said.
Facebook is designing the drones
to transmit signals from one aircraft
to another, so they can relay signals
across a broader area on the ground,
he added.
While Facebook has built and
tested smaller prototypes at a plant in

the United Kingdom, it is looking at
a site in the United States for testing
the full-sized drone, said Parikh, who
declined to be more specific.
Facebook hopes to share the
technology with telecommunications
carriers and development agencies,
which it hopes will build and operate
the drone networks, Parikh said. "We
are not going to operate this
ourselves," he added. "We are
focused on finding ways to drive the
industry to move faster."
CEO Mark Zuckerberg has
acknowledged Facebook's business
will benefit in the long run if more
people gain Internet access, but he
says the effort is not driven by profitseeking. Instead, he has said it is
based on the conviction that internet
service can bring a variety of
economic and social benefits to
developing nations.
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TERROR NEWS

India for ISIS
IM recruiting youth in

D

THE NEWS BUREAU

readed terror group ISIS has
recruiters in India and among
Indians living abroad. They
are recruiting young Indian Muslims
attracted to the idea of establishing a
Caliphate.
Intelligence agencies, which have
tracked and intercepted youths who
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had planned to leave for Turkey and
then cross over to Syria to join ISIS,
have identified the handlers and
keeping a track on them.
One such handler from
Hyderabad told a newspaper that
mostly Indians were in touch with
him and his friends. He said they
radicalize Muslim youth on cyber
space and then facilitate their travel
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to Syria. The handlers based in Saudi
Arabia and Afghanistan are
reportedly trying to lure Muslim
youths to join the group. It is feared
that many Indian Mujahideen (IM)
members, who fled the country
following a crackdown, ended up
fighting on the Afghanistan-Pakistan
border before joining ISIS.
One recruit disclosed to the

intelligence agencies that his first
handler was on Facebook with a
pseudonym. “Over a period of time
the handler disclosed to me that he
was from Gujarat,” the recruit
revealed. He also said that
subsequently, he was given the
number of another youth who was
from Telangana.
Two other recruits also revealed
to their interrogators that their handler
was from Gujarat. All the recruits
revealed how they were indoctrinated
through social media and how they
were prevented from reaching Syria.
Intelligence officials tracking
ISIS-related activities admitted that
the involvement of Indians in spotting
and radicalising young minds has
been noticed. “We face our biggest

threat from IM members, who could
have joined the ISIS. They are in
touch with their contacts in India,”
the official said. An IM member
based in Afghanistan was a common
contact for the Telangana youths, who
were intercepted before they could
leave India, and also for Shoiab
Ahmed and Muddasir Talaha, who
are from Maharashtra. Shoiab and
Talaha were arrested last year. The
two were attracted to ISIS and wanted
to join the group.
While the others were not arrested
as part of a new strategy to focus on
de-radicalisation, the duo was taken
to custody since they were also in
touch with a Pakistani and had
allegedly planned a terror strike in
India.

Meanwhile, the Centre has called
a meeting with senior officials of state
governments to discuss the problem
of young people being radicalised and
specifically the growing ISIS appeal
that is also luring young Indian
minds. Sources said the deradicalisaiton of youth swayed by the
idea of jihad is the way forward for
combating the ISIS threat in India.
States like Maharashtra and
Telangana have already set the model
for dealing with ISIS related cases.
Sources say the suspects are being
kept under a watch and if they seem
to go beyond a limit they are stopped,
as was done in Telangana and
Maharashtra. Sources said several
states have made little efforts to deal
with the situation.
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BANKS & CORRUPTION

CORRUPT BANK OFFICIALS GRANT
LOANS WITHOUT VERIFICATION

T

CBI ASKS BANKS TO SUBMIT REPORT

THE NEWS BUREAU

he Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) has asked
three nationalized banks to
investigate into the allegation of
granting housing loans to various
persons without proper verification
of the genuineness of the documents.
Three nationalized banks - Indian
Overseas Bank, Uppal Branch,
Bank of India, Abids Branch, Punjab
National Bank, LB Nagar Branch
and The Visakhapatnam Cooperative
Bank Limited - have granted several
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loans to different people against the
security of unauthorized lands placed
in Prohibitory Register of the Stamps
& Registration Department.
Documents available with The
News show that land grabbers Mr T
Satti Reddy, Mr G Ashok Reddy and
others manipulated the records and
fabricated documents related 1.36
acres of land in Survey No. 32 of
Kothapet Village in Uppal Mandal of
Ranga Reddy district, which is
actually
owned
by
Moru
Ramulamma.
The two land grabbers sold the
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grabbed property to different people
and arranged loans from public
sector banks for construction of
houses in collusion with some
corrupt officials of public sector
banks.
Since the land grabbers had no
title over the property, they could not
get any land conversion certificate;
neither did they apply for any layout
from the GHMC or any other civic
body. Further, the entire land in
Survey No. 32 has been placed in
Prohibitory Register available at the
Sub-Registrar Office in LB Nagar

clearly stating the lands cannot be
registered.
Despite this, the land grabbers
greased the palms of certain officials
working in some public sector banks and
also the officials at the sub-registrar
office. The bank officials released loans
without any verification of the
documents thereby causing huge loss to
public exchequer.
Ramulamma’s son M Yadagiri filed
complaint with the CBI following which
the central investigation agency asked
the public sector banks to enquire into
the allegations and submit a report. As a
result, one of the public sector banks –
Punjab National Bank contacted the
complainant and asked him to furnish
relevant documents so that they could
complete the probe and submit a report
to the CBI.
If everything goes well, the CBI may
catch the corrupt officials of the bank,
registration department and the
borrowers for securing loans using
unauthorized documents.
The News You Like | August, 2015
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BLOOD SUCKERS

Blood banks
in Telangana
violating laws

A
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s many as 109 blood banks out of 132 in the state
of Telangana have been found violating the laws
of the land. This startling fact came to light when
the Drug Control Administration of Telangana carried out
a state wide inspection of blood banks on July 7 and 8.
During the inspection, it was found that the 109 blood
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banks were found having inadequate staff, doctors
and technical manpower, incorrect record of
donations and sales, improper maintenance of
various statutory records, overcharging patients for
whole blood and its components, inadequate and
poor maintenance of equipment, improper storage
conditions, inadequate area, non-maintenance of
prescribed temperature of storage, absence of
sterility testing and improper storage conditions.
Telangana Drugs Control Administration
Director, Dr Akun Sabharwal said notices had been
issued to blood banks and the license of the erring blood
banks would be suspended if they do not take corrective
measures.
He further said that blood is a life saving product
required for critical patients struggling for survival.
Ensuring its safety, quality and a fair price is a key
responsibility of the government.
Each Drug Inspector was tasked with the inspection
of 4 Blood banks - one in each half of the day. A two page
check list was provided to each inspector as guidelines
for inspection and each inspector was sent to an area other
than his original jurisdiction. One assistant director was
assigned to supervise three drug inspectors while one
deputy director supervised four assistant directors during
the inspection, the director said.

COPS & CROOKS

Police bust ante-dated and
forged non-judicial stamp
papers racket
Eight stamp vendors held, about 6,500 ante-dated documents seized

A
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huge racket involved in
selling ante-dated and
forged non-judicial stamp
papers in and around Hyderabad has
been bust by the task force teams of
the city police.
As many as eight persons
including stamp vendors and forgers
were arrested while a whopping
6,429 non-judicial stamp papers of
various denominations, 57 rubber
stamps, registers and other
incriminating material has been
seized from the possession of the
accused.
Preliminary investigations by the
police revealed that the racketeers
had been forging the documents
either to grab private and government
lands or helping land gabbers thereby
causing huge loss to the government
and also to the innocent and genuine
owners and buyers of properties.
The arrested include Mansoor Ali
Quraishi of Quraishis’s Associates,
Arshad Ali Quraishi, M A’s document
works,
Mohd. Aijaz Ahmed,
AIMS Associates, Syed Majeed, of
Syed Majeed Stamp Vendors – all
located at Purana Haveli in Old city,
Emkay Venkatesh and Surraf Kiran
Kumar - both stamp vendors located
at M J Market, Mohd. Abdus Subhan

of Sun Beam Job Work Centre,
Nampally and Mohd. Abdus Samad
of Vijaynagar Colony.
According to police, the accused
had been selling ante-dated nonjudicial stamp papers on fictitious
names to the land grabbers who in
turn were preparing fake and
fabricated documents of different
private and government lands in and
around Hyderabad City and causing
wrongful loss to the genuine owners
and buyers.
The
accused
had
been
maintaining stock registers and sale
registers on fake names and
submitted the same to the district
registrar office at the end of the year.
The accused had also prepared

counterfeit notary advocate stamps
and preparing false affidavits and
notaries. The forged stamp papers
were being sold for anything between
Rs 2,000 and Rs 20,000 depending
upon the age and demand for the
judicial stamp paper, police said.
Police discovered ante-dated
stamp papers dating back to 1947
were found during the raids on the
offices of the accused. The old stamp
papers are used to prepare false and
fabricated Agreements of Sale, GPA
documents, Gift Deeds and Mortgage
deeds in old dates.
Most of such documents prepared
are used by anti-social elements who
create litigation in the properties
using these documents for the lands
surrounding Hyderabad City due to
which the real owners of the lands are
put to lot of hardships and financial
loss and in some cases the real
owners even forego their right over
the lands for meager amounts and the
anti-social elements who create such
litigations make huge money, police
said.
North, West and Central Zone
teams of the task force carried out the
operation. Later, the accused along
with the seized material were handed
over to the detective department of
the central crime station for further
action.
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COPS & CROOKS

PDS rice reaching millers,
cops seize 13 tons

I
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t is no secret that rice meant to
reach people below poverty line
is landing in the hands of rice
millers, who in turn polish the same
and mix it with superior quality rice
thereby making huge profits and
cheating gullible people.
One such racket has been bust by
the Cyberabad police in the first
week of July. Cops arrested four
persons in this connection while one
more accused is absconding. A
whopping 13,100 kgs of PDS rice
has been seized during the operation.
The arrested include Vijay Singh
of Chandanagar, E Sadashiv of
Attapur, Ram Singh of Chandanagar
and K Kumar of Mall village in
Yacharam mandal, while another
accused Jagan is absconding.
Police said one of the accused
Sadashiv had procured the PDS rice
from the fair price shop dealers
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entrusted with the job of distributing
the PDS rice to the below poverty
line people for a price ranging
between Rs 9 and Rs 10 a kg. He in
turn sold it to brokers and rice
millers, who will polish them and
mix with superior quality rice.
Based on specific inputs,
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Cyberabad police carried out raids at
some
shops
in
Taranagar,
Chandanagar and Lingampally of
Ranga Reddy district, Vijaya Laxmi
Traders near Geetha Theatre in
Lingampally, one grocery store in
Mall village of Yacharam mandal and
seized huge quantity of PDS rice
stocks.
Meanwhile, sources told The
News that several corrupt officials
from various departments such as
police, commercial taxes and civil
supplies are making huge bucks from
the PDS rice racketeers thereby
defeating the very purpose of public
distribution system.
What has been caught by the
Cyberabad police on July 7 is only
the tip of an iceberg. If corrupt
officials are weeded out and proper
watch is kept, lakhs of tons of PDS
rice can be prevented from being
diverted to rice mills every month.

Police probing murder case
stumble upon child sex predator

I
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nvestigators in Delhi probing the
murder of a six-year-old girl
were shocked to realize that the
suspect they had been questioning in
the case was actually a child sex
predator.

After we realised that he
had previously been
arrested in a similar
case, we interrogated
him and he told us of at
least 14 other cases
The suspect disclosed to his
interrogators that he had committed
14 more crimes. Police said, “We
specifically arrested 24-year-old
labourer Ravinder Kumar over the
assault and murder of a six-year-old
girl.”
“After we realised that he had
previously been arrested in a similar
case, we interrogated him and he told
us of at least 14 other cases.”
Investigators are now in the
process of ascertaining all his claims
and separate teams are looking at
every claim, sources said.
Police arrested Kumar after
finding his identity card at a
construction site where they
discovered the body of the six-yearold victim, who had gone missing last
week. Kumar, hooded and flanked by
two police officers, told a news
channel that he killed his victims after

assaulting them while drunk.
“I lose control over my mind after
consuming excessive alcohol and
must have assaulted and killed around
14 or 15 children. I killed them to
avoid getting detected,” he said.
Police have sent teams to the
areas where Kumar claimed to have
committed the crimes and have
ordered a psychological profile.
“We have the evidence to link
him to his present arrest, but it could
be a long investigation process for
other claims as he has given a broad
time frame of his acts and also
doesn't know the exact area where he

committed those acts,” police said.
The case has drawn comparisons
with the gruesome discovery in 2006
of the dismembered bodies of 19
people in sewage drains near a house
in Noida, a satellite city of the Indian
capital.
Many of the victims in that case –
dubbed the 'house of horrors' – were
children abducted from the poor
neighbourhood of Nithari nearby.
Parents of the victims later said
police had not taken them seriously
when they initially reported their
children missing because they were
poor.
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Child sex traﬃcking
reached epidemic
levels in U.S.
Half the women at Breaking Free's support group were
under 18 when they were first sold for sex, and many
were not much older than 18, reported the BBC.

H
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undreds of children are sold
every night for sex in the
United States as pedophilia
in the U.S. has reached an almost
epidemic level, according to assistant
director of the FBI's Criminal
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Investigative Division Joseph
Campbell.
Although it rescued 600 children
last year, the FBI believes that tens of
thousands of children are still being
sexually exploited. Hundreds of
children are sold every night for sex,
the BBC reported in an investigative
piece on child sex trafficking in
the U.S.
"The level of pedophilia is
just unprecedented right now,"
Campbell said. "We have so
many cases constantly of
individuals in all walks of life,
from the very wealthy … to all
other levels engaged in child
pornography, child exploitation
… it just seems to be almost at an
epidemic level."
The vast majority of the
children trafficked in the U.S. are
not Mexican or Central
American, but are American.
Women from the East Coast to
the
Midwest
tell
"frighteningly
similar
and
horrific
stories,"
reported the
BBC.
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"Neglected, abused, exploited and
often ignored starting from a young
age - sometimes even prosecuted by
the very people who should have
protected them."
Girls are manipulated and taken
advantage of before being trafficked,
according to Jenny Gaines, who
works at Breaking Free, a
Minnesota-based advocacy group
that helps former sex workers.
Half the women at Breaking
Free's support group were under 18
when they were first sold for sex, and
many were not much older than 18,
reported the BBC. One victim said
"when my abuser actually found out
I was only 14-years-old, it did not
stop him. Instead, he wanted me even
more."
One victim the BBC spoke to was
five months pregnant and still on the
streets. She said she was groomed
from age 12 by a neighbor, who
enticed her with a garage full of toys
and games. He offered her money for
topless photos," reports the BBC.
"I see more and more young girls
out here now and it is really sad," she
said. "It is not a choice. At 12, it was
not a choice."

BUSINESS NEWS

I

India will be coal
surplus nation by 2017
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ndia would become coal surplus
by 2017 as it has begun to grow
at a resounding growth rate of
12.3 percent and is poised to double
its coal production by 2020, said
union coal secretary Anil Swarup.
Addressing the Managing
Committee of PHD Chamber of
Commerce and Industry in New
Delhi on July 15, Swarup said that in
the last few months the Coal India
Ltd. (CIL) has acquired 2,000
hectares of land for coal mining by
obtaining 41 environment clearances
and almost each month CIL is adding
on one coal mine.
“With this sustained speed, India

would conveniently double its coal
production to meet all the demand of
the power sector. As on date the
situation is such that the CIL has coal
availability for power generation for
20 days”, said Swarup.

He called upon the industry to be
discerning enough to project its cases
with the government in a totally
professional manner to receive
undivided attention of the policy
maker towards its causes and
concerns to improve ease of doing
business and avoid a cluttered
approach as it sabotages the chances
to addressing the problems of
industry.
Just as there are outstanding
policy makers in the government
likewise similar brains stay put with
industry and therefore, their
confluence is necessary to make
India move faster and smarter,
leaving the black sheep behind,
Swarup said.
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Innovation takes centrestage at CII summit
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he subject of innovation took
centre-stage at the CIIpromoted
11th
India
Innovation Summit 2015 at
Bangalore with Infosys co-founder S
Gopalakrishnan underlining its
importance in economic growth. The
theme of the summit was 'Realising
the National Dream - Scaling local
innovation'.
"Creating a vibrant start-up
ecosystem in rural areas is the key to
achieving the goals and more
companies should move from the
startup stage to small and medium
enterprises stage and into global
MNCs," Gopalakrishnan, also the
chairman of India Innovation
Summit, said.
He praised e-commerce player
Flipkart for achieving valuation
worth billions of dollars after starting
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out on a small scale. Gopalakrishnan
said CII has come out with the tools
and techniques needed for addressing
the question of how to create a
vibrant start-up ecosystem in tier two
and three cities.
Principal secretary, department of
information
technology,
biotechnology and science and
technology, Karnataka, V Manjula
said, India exploited only a fraction
of its innovative capability despite
being a nation known for its
improvisation.
"There is a lot to accomplish and
the silver lining is the demography of
India," said Manjula.
Manjula said the Karnataka
government established a start-up
warehouse and proposed to set up an
innovation fund. The Karnataka
government has also launched nine
innovation centres for engineering
colleges.
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Mohan Sekhar, senior MD,
Accenture highlighted on the need of
frugal innovation and praised Tata
Group for implementing it in some of
its products. He specifically focused
on Tata Chemicals water purifier Tata
Swachh for not using electricity and
just rice husk for purifying water
frugally.
"It is all about innovation, where
ever you stay -- whether in the Silicon
Valley or anywhere else. Innovation
is shaping the future of mankind and
the future of corporate India and the
Indian government," added Sekhar.
The
two-day
summit,
brainstorming on innovation, has
scheduled panel discussions on 'Make
in India', agriculture and agro
products, smart cities, financial
inclusion,
infrastructure
for
transportation, entrepreneurship and
Clean Ganga Misson by eminent
speakers and industry experts.

AGRI NEWS

Insurance package for
farmers soon

T
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here is an urgent need to
explore possibilities of
exchange of ideas between
government and private insurance
players to bring in and develop an
effective, integrated and affordable
insurance package for farmers across
the country, said minister of state for
agriculture, Mohanbhai Kundariya.
Inaugurating a Seminar on
Agriculture Insurance in India :
Challenges and the Way Forward, at
New Delhi in July 24, the Minister
said, “the need of the hour is to make
agriculture a risk-free activity by
protecting farmers from financial and
crop yield risks. This calls for
relentless efforts to map the bank and
post office accounts of all farmers
and link these to the insurance

schemes. To make the agriculture
insurance attractive among the
farmers, there is a need to review the
existing dissemination and extension
mechanism”.
Kundariya said the government
has been implementing three major
insurance schemes such as National
Agriculture Insurance Scheme,
Modified National Agricultural
Insurance Scheme and Weather
Based Crop Insurance Scheme.
“However, due to lack of
awareness among the farmers on risk
mitigation effects of insurance and
inadequate enthusiasm of bankers
and other financial intermediaries,
the schemes have not made large
impact even through the insurance
products have tremendous risk
mitigating capabilities”, Kundariya
said.

Joint Secretary, Ministry of
Agriculture Dr Ashish Kumar
Bhutani said that crop insurance has
assumed importance due to
uncertainty and large scale damage
caused due to vagaries of weather,
crop diseases and also due to pest
attacks. The objective is to provide
insurance coverage and financial
support to the farmers in the event of
failure of any of the notified crop as
a result of natural calamities.
PHD Chamber of Commerce
president Alok B. Shriram, chairman
of the insurance committee of the
PHD chamber Yogesh Logiya and
chairman of the agribusiness
committee M N Kejriwal also spoke
on the occasion.
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Centre to
create
Pharma
upgradation
fund

T
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he
union
government
would shortly put
in
place
pharma
manufacturing
technology upgradation
fund worth Rs 500 crore
on the lines of TUFS in
textile industry.
This was disclosed by Dr V
K Subbaraj, secretary for
department of pharmaceuticals,
ministry of chemical and fertilizers at
a national conference on Pharma
Exports: API Challenges, held in
New Delhi on July 24.
Domestic pharma companies,
especially the SME segment can
avail financial assistance from the
proposed fund to make quality drugs,
Subbaraj said adding that the
government would also bring out a
API and bulk drug policy shortly to
logically address slew of issues and
concerns that grapple the pharma
manufacturers from all its sections
and segments.
“Necessary consultations have
already taken place with the
concerned stakeholders in the
government as well as industry and
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only

approval
related
formalities
remain to be fulfilled before the final
documents relating to these two
policies are put in public domain”, he
said.
Elaborating on the pharma fund,
he explained its necessity by stating
that only 14-15 per cent of domestic
pharma manufacturers out of close to
10,000 pharma manufacturers are
making quality drugs of world
standards due to non availability of
finances.
The government has taken note
of this argument and now in the final
stages of preparing the Pharma
Upgradation Fund so that availability
of adequate finances are made to
support innovations in the
pharmaceutical sector to enable the
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indigenous players make quality
drugs for their acceptance in the
overseas market.
Speaking on the occasion,
Minister of State, Ministry of
Chemicals and Fertilizers, Hansraj
Gangaram Ahir announced that
industry would be consulted on
pricing with NPPA.
This
announcement will give relief to the
industry. He also added that the
government is going to implement
key points from Dr Katoch
Committee’s report.
The minister also indicated that in
the proposed policy, the issue of API
imports arising from China would be
more than adequately address and all
the legitimate issues and concerns of
the pharmaceutical industry would
be taken care of to the best of its
satisfaction. The Conference was
presided over by the President, PHD
Chamber Alok B Shriram.

ENVIRONMENT NEWS

G

World's glaciers melting at
faster rate than ever
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laciers around the world are
melting and retreating at a
rate faster than anything ever
recorded before, researchers at the
World Glacier Monitoring Service at
the University of Zurich in
Switzerland say.
An analysis of data collected
from more than 30 countries shows
glaciers melted two to three times as
fast in the first decade of this century
than they did on average for the
entire 20th century, they say.
"The observed glaciers currently
lose between half a meter and one
meter of ice thickness every year,"
says Michael Zemp, the director of
the monitoring service.
That's the greatest rate of loss
since record-keeping was initiated
more than 120 years ago, the
researchers report in the Journal of
Glaciology.
To determine the rate of historical

melt, they looked at satellite images
and aerial and ground photos in
addition to studying lithographs and
drawings done in the 19th century
and earlier.
The current rate of loss,
equivalent of "about three times the
ice volume stored in the entirety of
the European Alps every year," is
doubly as fast as what occurred in the
'90s and three times faster than what
occurred in the '80s, Zemp says.
While some glaciers in parts of
the world have advanced rather than
retreated, they are a small subset of
the globe's ice rivers, and their
advance doesn't begin to come closed
to recovering the loss of the last 120
years, the researchers say.
While the study was based on
exact measurements of ice loss from
a few hundred glaciers, fieldwork
and satellite observations confirm
similar losses at tens of thousands of
glaciers around the world, they say.
Driven largely by climate change

and global warming, the glacial
retreat is likely to continue in the
future even if temperatures cease to
rise and remain stable, Zemp
emphasizes.
The study follows research
published in March that found that
glaciers in Antarctica are melting
faster than scientists had believed,
which could lead to rises in global
sea levels greater than had been
anticipated.
Some scientists are predicting a
rise of close to 10 feet in the next
half-century. The latest study is a
case of "bad news getting worse,"
Zemp says.
It should be on the minds of
world leaders as they come together
in Paris in a few months for the
United Nations Conference on
Climate Change, he suggests.
"We are getting used to the
message that glaciers are melting,"
he says. "But we should not get too
used to it."
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LED bulbs to replace
one billion light points
in India

A
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round one billion light/bulb points in India would
be converted into energy efficient LED bulb
points in the next three years, a top official of
Bureau of Energy Efficiency said.
Bureau of Energy Efficiency director general Ajay
Mathur said India has decided to have one billion light
points with energy efficient LED bulbs in three years
time.
Mathur said the high number would make
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manufacturers of LED bulbs increase their capacity and
production which in turn would bring down the final
prices.
In addition, there will be export opportunities for the
Indian LED bulb makers, Mathur said.
Asked about the proposed venture capital fund by
Bureau of Energy Efficiency, he said the fund would be
operational in a month's time. He said no project has been
given the fund sanction out of the Rs.75 crore corpus.
Mathur said the central government is also expected
to contribute towards the corpus.

High salt intake
may increase
multiple sclerosis risk
HEALTH NEWS

A
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new research suggests that diets high in sodium
may be a novel risk factor in the development
of multiple sclerosis (MS), an autoimmune
disease that affects the central nervous system.
The study found that high salt intake may influence
immune cells that cause the disease for which there is
currently no cure.
Disrupting the communication between the brain
and other parts of the body, MS affects people in
unpredictable ways. It may impair walking and
even cause difficulties with concentration,
attention, memory, and poor judgment.
The researchers noted that dietary salt is
likely just one of the many environmental
factors contributing to this complex disease,
and very much influenced by one's genetic
background.
"We hope to provide a comprehensive
understanding of how and why environmental
factors interact with individuals' unique
genetic make up to influence autoimmune
diseases such as MS," said one of the
researchers Dimitry Krementsov from
University of Vermont in Burlington, Vermont,
US.
To make this discovery, Krementsov and
colleagues fed a high salt diet or a control diet to
genetically different groups of mice. Researchers
then induced a disease in these mice that mimics
human MS. In one genetic group, both males and
females fed a high salt diet showed worse clinical
signs of the disease.
"As is the case with other things, you need to get
enough salt so your body functions properly, but not
too much or things start to go haywire," said Gerald

Weissmann, editor-in-chief of The
FASEB Journal where the study was
published.
"This report helps shed light on
what can go wrong in individuals
with genes that make one
susceptible to autoimmune
disease,” Weissmann noted.
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Diet Coke harmful
for your body:
Health Expert
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British health expert has
issued an astonishing health
warning about the alleged
dangers of Diet Coke.
Niraj Naik, who runs a blog called
the The Renegade Pharmacist,
claimed the low calorie fizzy drink
rots teeth, encourages the body to pile
on fat and even mimics the effects of
cocaine. He has drawn up a timeline
detailing the effects of swigging a can
of Diet Coke, which is marketed as a
healthy alternative to full-fat, sugarpacked Coke.
The pharmacist's warning comes
after he released an infographic about
the dangers of Coke , which quickly
went viral across the world.
"From my experience as a
community pharmacist helping
people to get off medications for
metabolic diseases such as heart
disease, diabetes and obesity, I found
if people drink diet sodas they still get
the same problems as people who
drink normal soda," Naik claimed.
When you first swig a can of diet
coke, Naik alleged, phosphoric acid
begins to attack your teeth.
The chemical aspartame then
"trigger taste receptors and trick your
body into thinking it has just
processed sugar".
Within 20 minutes, Naik claimed
the drink "may send your body into
fat storage mode". Then, 40 minutes
after the drink, Diet Coke may have
turned the drinker into an addict, the
pharmacist suggested.
"The
potentially
deadly
combination of caffeine and
aspartame creates a short addictive
high similar in the way cocaine
works," Naik wrote.
"Excitotoxins are released which
may exhaust your brain by over
stimulating it’s neuro receptors,
especially if consumed on a regular

basis."
But then, 60 minutes after
finishing a can, the body begins
craving another Diet Coke.
"Unlike the small amount of
satisfaction you get from regular coke
your body may still crave sweets," the
pharmacist added.
"This makes you likely to reach
for another soda, or worse, some
other junk food you consider to be
safe and the cycle continues."
He warned a can of Diet Coke
provides "no nourishment" and "will
never quench your thirst as it
dehydrates rather than hydrates your
body". So what about the claims the
lighter version of Coke can help lose
weight?
Marisa Peer a behavioural
psychologist and eating disorder
expert, said she doubted anyone
would lose weight by swapping from
full fat Coke to the diet version - and
the sugar replacing chemicals are to
blame.
"Artificial
sweeteners
are
associated with a drop in the appetiteregulating hormone leptin," she said.
"Leptin is the hormone that
inhibits hunger so diet drinks like
Diet Coke actually make you hungry
and less satisfied with normal
amounts of food, and finally when
you eat or drink a lot of chemicals
that your body simply cannot break
down, your body makes more and
more internal fat to wrap the
chemicals in keeping those harmful
chemicals away from your vital
organs.
"As Diet Coke has no calories and
no recognised ingredients we know it
is a cocktail of chemicals that
encourage your body to gain and
store weight especially on your legs
and bottom away from your organs.
Diet drinks are not good for your
body your health or even as it turns
out, for dieting."
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US FDA approves
ﬁrst 3D-printed pill
THE NEWS BUREAU

In a world first, the US Food and
Drug Administration has given the
go-ahead for a 3D-printed pill to be
produced. The FDA has previously
approved medical devices - including
prosthetics - that have been 3D
printed.
The new drug, dubbed Spritam,
was developed by Aprecia
Pharmaceuticals to control seizures
brought on by epilepsy. The
company said that it planned to
develop other medications using its
3D platform.
Printing the drugs allows layers of
medication to be packaged more
tightly in precise dosages. A separate
technology developed by the firm,
known as ZipDose, makes high-dose
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medications easier to swallow.
Printing the drug meant it could
package up to 1,000 milligrams into
individual tablets. The 3D-printed pill
dissolves in the same manner as other
oral medicines.
Being able to 3D print a tablet
offers the potential to create bespoke
drugs based on the specific needs of
patients, rather than having a one
product fits all approach, according to
experts.
"For the last 50 years we have
manufactured tablets in factories and
shipped them to hospitals and for the
first time this process means we can
produce tablets much closer to the
patient," said Dr Mohamed Albed
Alhnan, a lecturer in pharmaceutics at
the University of Central Lancashire.
It would mean that medical
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institutions could adjust the dose for
individual patients with just a simple
tweak to the software before printing.
Previously,
such
personalised
medicine would have been extremely
expensive to produce, said Dr
Alhnan.
3D printing works by creating an
object layer by layer. In the case of
medicines, printers are adapted to
produce pharmaceutical compounds
rather than polymers which are more
usually used.
Such methods are already proving
very useful in healthcare with doctors
using the system to create customised
implants for patients with injuries or
other conditions. And dentists, for
example, use 3D printers to create
replica jaws and teeth as well as other
dental implants.

FOCUS

Dr. Dayakar Rao

THE MAN BEHIND REVIVING
DEMAND FOR MILLETS
The News You Like | August, 2015
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e has been instrumental in
elevating the status of
sorghum and other millets
through his monumental work on
through creation of demand for
sorghum and other millets through
value chain mode linking entire value
chain
from
Production
to
Consumption of these poor dry land
cereals.
This model has been nationally
recognized for reviving sorghum and
other millets under NAIP of ICAR
through processing interventions,
nutritional studies, promotion and
marketing, industrial liaison of
research
centers,
and
entrepreneurship development; which
was greatly applauded by the
Ministry of Agriculture and the World
Bank.
The man behind this development
is none other than Dr B Dayakar Rao,
principal scientist at the Indian
Institute of Millets Research (IIMR),
Hyderabad.
Born in Warangal, Dayakar Rao
obtained his both Bachelor’s and
Master’s Degree (Agri. Economics)
from PJTSAU (formerly ANGRAU),
Hyderabad and obtained PhD from
prestigious NDRI, Karnal in 1991.
He began his career in Indian
Institute of Horticultural Research
Institute (IIHR) before joining IIMR
in 1993 where his major works are
not just confined to research on
identifying aspects and exploiting
prospects
of
production,
consumption, utilization, marketing
of sorghum but uplifting of
commodity through value chain
development in sorghum and other
millets.
He was nominated as a task force
member to devise a national program
for millet promotion in 2011that led
to Initiative for Nutritional Security
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through Intensive Millets Promotion
(INSIMP) - a Rs 300 Crore initiative
by Government of India. He is
credited
with
technological
backstopping of 400 processing
clusters of millets across the country
under IIMR, Hyderabad for which he
served as the Nodal Officer to mentor
the stakeholders.
He is richly endowed with
experience to work in project mode
with Private sector giants like ITC,
Britannia industries, Future Retail Ltd
etc and build coalitions in PPP mode.
His penchant to serve primary
stakeholders i.e. dry land farmers fits
his vision to make technologies

He has identified technoeconomic feasibility of sorghum
processing and marketing at urban
and rural level, assessed socio
economic factors and identified
policy imperatives. He also worked
on several external funded projects
with international agencies such as
ICRISAT, CFC, ILRI, NRI, ODA etc.
He has identified the prospects of
sorghum as bio-ethanol and other
industrial uses, has developed novel
sorghum product technologies and
strategic business plans for
commercialization.
Dayakar Rao is a Fellow of
National fellow of Dairy sciences and

relevant to society.
He has attained brand building of
Eatrite foods and bringing out various
RTE/C healthy and convenient food
products from lesser known and nutri
cereals such as millets has been a
very successfully piloted in
Hyderabad under the same brand
which has now poised for horizontal
expansion.
These
product
technologies have bearing to offer
health conscious urban consumers
ailing from lifestyle diseases. In long
the demand for this poor man’s crop
is expected to grow due to demand
driven innovative interventions
brought out by him on the field.

has more than 50 publications to his
credit in national and international
journals, authored 12 book/book
chapters.
He is a recipient of several
national
and
international
recognitions/awards and honors
which
include
outstanding
contribution award for value chain
projects undertaken by ICAR (NAIP)
and Best Food Processor Award by
FICCI, Hyderabad in 2014.
Currently, he holds the position as
PI of DSR-Britannia Joint Project, PI
of Centre of Excellence on Sorghum
processing & Value addition under
NFSM sponsored by DAC, GoI.
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Icar-IIMR brings in new
phenomenon in millets research
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illets are known for their
hardiness and adaptation
to low input and harsh
environments of Asia and Africa.
They are a major means of
sustainable livelihood of poor in the
dry land regions of the country
providing both food and fodder
requirement.
However, their area has declined
from 36.34 million ha in 1955-56 to
17.0 million ha in 2011-12, say TGN
Rao, director and B Dayakar Rao,
principal scientist at the Indian
Institute of Millets Research (IIMR),
Hyderabad.
According to them, the major
factors responsible for such a decline
in area of millet crops include
relatively higher demand and
profitability of competing crops,
lower market prices of millets,
declining role as a food crop at

aggregate level, urbanization, and
income growth.
Further, the agricultural and food
policies of national and state
governments are tilted largely
towards rice and wheat. Public
distribution system (PDS) policy
which resulted in significant changes
in the food habits of people across
the country that led to complete
neglect of the so called coarse grains,
especially millets, which are
otherwise extremely nutritious, the
duo said.
They opine that there is need for
change in strategies on agricultural
policy and R&D to ensure food
security of the country, at least to
those populations where millets are
grown and still consumed as
dominant staples.
The IIMR in association with
farmers and private players has
developed more than 30 products and
standardized, out of which the

shortlisted products that have been
successfully commercialized on pilot
scale under the IIMR brand. This
proves the feasibility of processing
and commercialization of sorghum
and millets in both rural and urban
areas, irrespective of traditional and
non-traditional areas.
About 40,000 farmers were
benefited through various trainings
initiated by ITC and IIMR. As many
as 2,000 rural women and another
3,000 SHG’s, farmers, urban
entrepreneurs were trained on
development in Sorghum food
processing, they said.
They also said that IIMR
launched its own brand ‘Eatrite’ and
the products are popularized as
healthy foods while ANGRAU has
branded their products as ANGRAU
foods. The sorghum products are
now labeled and branded as health
foods based on nutritive value
established by
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NIN studies and targeting
separately for urban and rural
markets. IIMR also launched
www.iEatrite.com website for
promoting its products.
Massive awareness is created on
sorghum as health and nutritious
food through Road shows in public
parks, malls, and institutes etc in
Hyderabad and in exhibitions by
imparting awareness of sorghum to
across 40,000 consumers through
fabricated Jowar Rath in Pune,
Bangalore, Jabalpur, Chennai,
Coimbatore, New Delhi etc.
They said that first initiative on
public private partnership (PPP) in a
big way happened when IIMR inked
MoU with ITC (ABD) in 2008 under
NAIP. Many other linkages across
the millets growing belts were
followed
with
Government’s
programme INSIMP (Initiative for
Nutritional
Security
through
Intensive
Millets
Promotion)
launched in 2011-12 for promoting
millets across the country with
budget allocation of Rs 300crore
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under 12th Five Year Plan.
Ultimately 200 processing clusters
were set up for millets processing
across the country with IIMR
monitoring as the Centre of
Excellence providing handhold
trainings to the beneficiaries.
An innovative intervention was
initiated by IIMR led consortium
under NAIP to create demand for
millets in the country through
production to consumption value
chain. Backward integration of
Sorghum value chain was enabled
with ITC (ABD) Ltd support under
e-choupal
platform
where
beneficiary farmers are market
assured
to
ascertain
their
functionality,
feasibility
and
sustainability of intensive sorghum
cultivation, they said.
According to them, it is relatively
a new phenomenon in India’s millets
scenario, which paved the way for
Supply chain management and
further strengthened the development
and commercialization of sorghum
products, positively impacting both
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farmers and entrepreneurs. The novel
product development vis-à-vis
determining their nutritional values,
and simultaneously promoting and
marketing them has enhanced the
awareness and created more demand
for these nutria-cereal based
products.
The value chain approach thus
provided end to end solutions and
forward integration is enabled for
processing and commercialization by
the small and medium scale
entrepreneurs. It is worth noting that
15 MoUs were signed including
MoU with M/s Britannnia Industries
Limited that has now joined hands
with IIMR for production and
marketing sorghum food products
while many more were in pipeline to
sign MoU with IIMR for the same
purpose. This shows that there is a
growing tendency among the food
players to invest more in sorghum
and millets foods business and
consumption of millets will once
again revive in the country, the duo
said.

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

NASA camera reveals
'dark side' of moon
THE NEWS BUREAU

F

rom nearly 1.6 lakh km away, a NASA
camera has captured a stunning view of
the far side of the moon as it moved in
front of the sun-lit side of Earth last month.
The images show the fully illuminated “dark
side” of the moon that is never visible from
Earth. The lunar far side lacks the large and dark
basaltic plains (called maria) that are so
prominent on the Earth-facing side. A thin sliver
of shadowed area of moon is visible on its right
side.
"It is surprising how much brighter Earth is
than the moon. Our planet is a truly brilliant
object in dark space compared to the lunar
surface,” said said Adam Szabo, project
scientist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
The images were captured by NASA's Earth
Polychromatic Imaging Camera (EPIC), a four
megapixel CCD camera and telescope aboard

the Deep Space Climate Observatory
(DSCOVR) satellite orbiting 1 million miles (1.6
lakh km) from Earth.
EPIC maintains a constant view of the fullyilluminated Earth as it rotates, providing
scientific observations of ozone, vegetation,
cloud height and aerosols in the atmosphere.
The far side of the moon was not seen until 1959
when the Soviet Luna 3 spacecraft returned the
first images.
Since then, several NASA missions have
imaged the lunar far side in great detail. The
same side of the moon always faces an
earthbound observer because the moon is
tidally locked to Earth. That means its orbital
period is the same as its rotation around its axis.
Once EPIC begins regular observations next
month, NASA will post daily colour images of
Earth to a dedicated public website. About
twice a year, the camera will capture the moon
and Earth together as the orbit of DSCOVR
crosses the orbital plane of the moon.
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RESEARCH & INNOVATION

I

Indian-origin
scientists develop
super-thin material

THE NEWS BUREAU

ndian-origin scientists Swastik Kar and Srinivas
Sridhar have developed a new super-thin light-weight
material with potential applications in a range of tools
that we use everyday -- from cameras to computers, says
a new study.
The new material spun out of boron, nitrogen, carbon,
and oxygen shows evidence of magnetic, optical, and
electrical properties as well as thermal sensitivity.
Its potential applications run the gamut: from 20megapixel arrays for cellphone cameras to photo
detectors to atomically thin transistors that when
multiplied by the billions could fuel computers, the study
said.
The researchers from Northwestern University in
Illinois, US found the material while working for a fouryear project funded by the US Army Research Laboratory
and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
They were charged with imbuing graphene with
thermal sensitivity for use in infrared imaging devices
such as night-vision goggles for the military.
Kar and Sridhar spent a lot of time trying to get rid of
oxygen seeping into their brew, worried that it would
contaminate the “pure” material they were seeking to
develop.
"That’s where the Aha! moment happened for us,”
said Kar, assistant professor of physics in the College of
Science.
"We realised we could not ignore the role that oxygen
plays in the way these elements mix together,” Kar, an
alumnus of Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, noted.
"So instead of trying to remove oxygen, we thought:
Let’s control its introduction,” Sridhar, professor of
physics and director of Northeastern’s Electronic
Materials Research Institute, said.
Oxygen, it turned out, was behaving in the reaction
chamber in a way the scientists had never anticipated: It
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was determining how the other elements -- boron, carbon,
and nitrogen -- combined in a solid, crystal form, while
also inserting itself into the lattice.
They named the new material 2D-BNCO,
representing the four elements in the mix and the twodimensionality of the super-thin lightweight material, and
set about characterising and manufacturing it, to ensure
it was both reproducible and scalable. The findings
appeared in the journal Science Advances.
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Indian-origin teen creates
low-cost robotic arm

A

THE NEWS BUREAU

17-year-old Indian-origin
teenager has won accolades
for an inexpensive robotic
arm he created for his school science
fair project in California, US.
Nilay Mehta was awarded a blue
ribbon award -- an accolade that
recognises a student's academic
excellence in US schools -- for his
project.
His project qualified for the
Orange County Science and
Engineering Fair where he won four
first-place awards, Daily Pilot
newspaper reported recently.
Nilay, a student of Irvine Public
School in California, spent over four
months building and programming
the robotic arm to replicate the
movements of a human hand.
"First I was confused about what
direction I would go to, but I knew I
wanted to do something in
prosthetics. One issue I saw is that
there were no lower-cost options,"
Nilay was quoted as saying.

Contrary to the high-end
prosthetic arms that cost about
$35,000, Nilay's arm can be
purchased for $260.
The robotic arm operates by voice
command. By speaking into a small
microphone attached to the arm, the
user can make the hand perform
specific movements such as "pinch"

and "grab".
Nilay won third place in the
biomedical and health sciences
category at the Intel fair, held in
Pittsburgh this year, where nearly
1,800 students from 78 countries
showcased their projects. He said he
plans to develop the arm further and
enter more science fairs.
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SPECIAL REPORT

P

302 STRETCHES ON
275 RIVERS BADLY
POLLUTED

THE NEWS BUREAU

ollution control boards in India have miserably
failed, as the number of polluted river stretches
has gone up 14 times in the last 26 years. What
is more pathetic is that the intensity of pollution in
areas already identified for clean-up has also gone
up.
Sources say that the Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB) first identified polluted stretches in
1989 and put the number at 22. More than two and a
half decades later and after spending thousands of
crores, this number has gone up to 302 now.
“Is the CPCB a mere data compiler? Who will do
the clean-up then? The deplorable state of rivers is a
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sad reflection on the all-round failure
of the pollution control bodies led by
CPCB,” says Manoj Misra of
Yamuna Jiye Abhiyan.
River expert Himanshu Thakkar
says, “Despite so much expense and
such huge bureaucracy with so much
power, not a single river stretch has
been cleaned up in the last 40 years.
That’s primarily because there is zero
community participation.”
About Rs 15,000 crore is said to
have been spent on Ganga clean-up
alone all these years without any
results. More money was pumped
into river cleaning. But the latest
report based on the data of 2009-2012
takes the number of polluted stretches
to 302 on 275 rivers.
However, the CPCB, under the
Union Ministry of Environment and
Forests (MoEF), claims, “When you
do more, you know more. The data
you are referring to has much to do
with our vastly expanded pollution
monitoring network.
"Today, we know about 302
polluted river stretches because we
have 1,700 monitoring stations.
When we identified 22 stretches, we
had much fewer stations,” official
sources said.
While not denying the fact that
untreated waste flow was damaging
the
rivers
alarmingly,
he
claimed the data
does show the state
of pollution but not
necessarily the exact
increase over a
certain period of
time.
Retired CBCB
scientist Mahendra
Pandey said: “Since
1989, several rivercleaning
programmes were
launched that cost

lots of money. The problem is these
back-to-back reports do not have any
action plan for restoration.”
The number of polluted river
stretches has doubled in the last five
years - from 150 in 2009 to 302. The
number of polluted rivers has also
more than doubled from 121 to 275
during the same period. Out of 445
rivers monitored by the CPCB in 29
states and six Union Territories, 275
have been polluted, reports suggest.
The sewage generated from 650
cities and towns situated along the
302 polluted river stretches has also
increased from 38,000 million litres
per day (MLD) in 2009 to 62,000
MLD currently.
The massive gap between waste
inflow and cleanup capacity is further
widening. BD Tripathi, member of
the National Ganga River Basin
Authority (NGRBA) headed by Modi
himself, says the government’s focus
is misplaced.
“We are not seriously dealing
with the problem of decreasing water
flow in rivers. As the river flows
down the plains, more and more
water is taken out and is replaced by
sewage and industrial waste,” he said.
Tripathi said rivers will never be
cleaned up unless there is sufficient
water to increase their pollution
dilution
and
self-purification
potential. It is not just the river
cleanup where pollution control
boards have failed. They have been
equally careless in containing
industrial pollution contaminating
both air and water.
The number of clusters identified
by the CPCB with inputs from state
boards as ‘critically polluted areas’
has now gone up from 24 a few years
ago to 43 now.
What is shocking is that all the
earlier 24 areas remain critically
polluted despite whopping sums of
money spent on clean-up.
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TOURISM NEWS

T

Indian tourists to
Abu Dhabi grew by 17%

THE NEWS BUREAU

he number of Indian tourists to
Abu Dhabi grew by 17
percent in the first five months
of 2015 over the same period last
year, an official said.
Abu Dhabi received 105,031
Indian hotel guests from January to
May, translating into 393,500 guest
nights, at a growth rate of 15 percent
over the same period in 2014.
Bejan Dinshaw, country manager
for Abu Dhabi Tourism and Culture
Authority, told reporters here that for
the whole year, they expect 270,000
Indian tourists, a growth of about 20
percent over 2014. Last year, the
emirate received 231,702 Indian hotel
guests. India remained the No.1
overseas source market for Abu
Dhabi.
"Abu Dhabi is generating a high
level of interest as a multi-faceted
tourism destination for the upwardly
mobile aspirational Indian travellers,"
he said. India is well connected to
Abu Dhabi with 200 flights a week by
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Etihad Airways and Jet Airways
across 14 Indian destinations. While
there are daily six flights each from
Delhi and Mumbai, four flights each
operate from destinations like
Hyderabad, Bengaluru and Chennai.
About 600 passengers fly every
day from each of the destinations in
the south and half of them travel
beyond Abu Dhabi.
"Abu
Dhabi
with
its
entertainment
options,
iconic
properties, culture, heritage and
adventure is the complete destination
for a completely new holiday
experience. It is growing as a choice
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destination for leisure, destination
weddings, honeymooners, MICE
(meetings, incentives, conventions
and exhibitions) and adventure
travellers," he said.
The biggest of seven emirates in
the United Arab Emirates (UAE),
Abu Dhabi is famous for iconic
landmarks including Sheikh Zayed
Grand Mosque and Emirates Palace.
It also attracts arts and culture lovers
with the fast developing Saadiyat
Island cultural district. Abu Dhabi
also offers a wide range of attraction
for golfing, cruise, desert safari,
wildlife and marine adventures.
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